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S.E. (Computer) (Second Semester) EXAMINATION, 2011

DATA STRUCTURES

(2008 PATTERN)

Time : Three Hours Maximum Marks : 100

N.B. :— (i) Attempt any three questions from each Section.

(ii) Answers to the two Sections should be written in separate

answer-books.

(iii) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

SECTION I

1. (a) Explain how to convert general tree to binary tree with

example. [5]

(b) Explain Binary tree representation with example. [5]

(c) Represent threaded tree corresponding to the following

figure. Also give memory representation of the threaded tree.

Write Pseudo code for inorder traversal of the threaded

binary tree. [8]
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Or

2. (a) Construct Huffman tree based on the following character

weights :

E = 15 T = 12 A = 10 O = 08 R = 07 N = 06 S = 05

U = 05 I = 04 D = 04 M = 03 C = 03 G = 02 K = 02

Also give Huffman code assignment at each node. [8]

(b) Draw binary search tree for data 52, 35, 12, 18, 20, 23, 52.

Write Binary Search Tree search algorithms to find the smallest

node, largest node and BST search. [10]

3. (a) Write Kruskal’s Algorithm and explain it with example. [8]

(b) Write Dijakstra’s Algorithm for finding shortest path and explain

it with example. [8]

Or

4. (a) Write algorithm to print a given graph in BFS. Give its time

complexity. [8]
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(b) Give complete specification of the graph ADT. Explain graph

representation in the form of adjacency matrix and adjacency

list for the following graph. [8]
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Graph G1 with two connected components

5. (a) Write a program in C/C++ for Word/Text processing using AVL

Tree implementation. [8]

(b) What is symbol table ? What are operations on symbol

table ? Give complete specification of symbol table ADT. [8]

Or

6. (a) What is collision ? Explain any two methods of handling

collision. [8]

(b) What is hash function ? What are issues in hashing ? What

are rules for designing hash function ? Give types of uniform

hash functions. [8]
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SECTION II

7. (a) Explain in brief MAX heap and MIN heap. Draw MAX heap

for given list of elements {40, 80, 35, 90, 45, 50, 70}. [10]

(b) What is B tree ? Explain the process for deleting a particular

value from B tree. [8]

Or

8. (a) State the need of B+ tree. Construct a B+ tree of order 5

for the following data :

30, 31, 23, 32, 22, 28, 24, 29, 15, 26, 27, 34, 39, 36. [10]

(b) State algorithm to sort elements of a given array in ascending

order using heap sort. Sort the following numbers using heap

sort :

48, 0, –1, 82, 108, 72, 54. [8]

9. (a) Write a C/C++ program to create a file. Insert records in

the file by opening file in append mode. Display all records

and search for specific record entered by user. [8]

(b) What is file ? List different file opening modes. Explain Index

sequential file organization in brief. [8]
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Or

10. (a) List different file organizations. State features of sequential

file organization. What is need of file organizations ? List

different primitive operations on files and explain any two

operations in brief. [10]

(b) Explain in brief :

(i) Linked file organization

(ii) Direct file organization. [6]

11. (a) Explain the following terms :

(i) Containers

(ii) Iterators

(iii) Algorithms

(iv) Generic programming. [8]

(b) Give the implementation of a queue using list in a STL with

respect to :

(i) Insertion of an element

(ii) Delection of an element. [8]

Or

12. (a) Write a C++ program using STL to reverse the given array.

Use container template stack. [8]

(b) What is STL ? What are the components of STL ? Explain

each in brief. [8]


